
Listing Management Built For Enterprise 
Multi-Location Brands
It's a big world out there, and connecting with consumers 
continues to challenge multi-location brands. Now it's 
more essential than ever that marketers have the tools 
to ensure reliable business data is everywhere your 
customers need it.

Rio SEO’s Local Listings product optimizes and distributes 
accurate bulk local business data seamlessly across the 
entire search ecosystem, ensuring accurate information 
in every consumer interaction, from device to doorstep.

Our Local Listings leverage the power of Rio SEO's Open 
Local Platform to distribute consistent, optimized local 
business data to hundreds of directories and services 
across the search ecosystem. 

This ensures that no matter where your customers are, or 
whatever devices they use... your local data is everywhere 
it needs to be. 

Be the "local" hero for consumers during their point 
of search.

Key Features

Real-Time Google Update 

Expert Data Quality Monitoring 

Bing 

Apple Maps and Tom Tom 

Factual and Here 

Foursquare  

Acxiom, Infogroup, Localeze/Neustar 
Over 350 Directories 

Facebook 

Yelp 

Continued

Need to update your local business hours? 
Opening or closing a location? With Rio SEO, 
update your business information instantly, 
the moment it changes.

Automating Local SEO at Scale

Your Local Data Everywhere
It Needs to Be

Local Listings



About Us
Rio SEO simplifies complex local marketing by empowering enterprise brands with solutions that engage customers 
throughout the search ecosystem. Our heritage as search experts combined with our first-class service drives tangible 
results for some of the nation’s most recognizable brands. Rio SEO’s professional services, Local Solutions, acts as an 
extension of your brand offering high-level expertise, local marketing support, and adaptability to the ever-changing 
SEO industry. 

Whether it’s search or social, we believe that every brand interaction is an opportunity to create a customer relationship. 
Our Open Local Platform powers the marketing solutions that multi-location brands need to establish a local presence 
and connect with customers. Rio SEO’s suite of turnkey products includes Local Listings, Local Reporting, Local Pages, 
Local Social and Local Manager. From web to mobile, we’re redefining the technology driving the future of local.

9255 Towne Centre Dr., Suite 750
San Diego, CA 92121

(858) 529-5005
www.rioseo.com

Overview
Increase exposure to consumers searching for businesses like yours on search engines and directories

Deploy full-service management of your online listings
Implement listing optimization for local ranking factors
Ensure data accuracy with robust conflict management tools
Utilize a one-stop shop for listing management services

Ensure accurate, optimized business listings across the local search ecosystem
Improve your customer experience and attract more in-store traffic with correct, optimized location listings
Boost your organic local search presence with consistent, scalable local business data distribution 
Control all local listing services and utilize centralized data storage from a single user-friendly database

Drive more traffic and revenue to your locations from search engines, online directories and social networks
Update search engines like Google and Bing
Direct integrations to Infogroup, Acxiom, Localeze, Factual and Here
Be found on social networks like Facebook, Foursquare and Yelp
Extend coverage to Apple Maps, TomTom and many more

Be found across devices and networks for your brand and services
Power your local listing management with the simplicity of a single dashboard
Access a customizable network integration that is flexible to your needs
Gain hands-on guidance by dedicated industry experts
Tap into our powerful network of publisher-level connections and increase web presence for all 
your locations

Increase your presence on social networks like Facebook, Instagram, and more
Be discovered on the world’s second largest local network: Facebook
Ensure your brand is found on social networks like Instagram
Manage your organic, local, and social data from a contralized content management solution
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